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Experiential Learning Center

Capital Markets Room (CMR)
 CMR is a mock trading room and simulation 

lab that occupies a prominent position on the 
first floor of Alter Hall. 

 50 computer stations with a subset of the 
stations configured as Bloomberg Professional 
terminals.

 Additional data access is provided through 
FactSet Research Systems, Capital IQ and 
Thomson Reuters’s Eikon. Specialized software 
programs such as SAS, Stata, Matlab, JMP, 
and Crystal Ball are also available. 
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Experiential Learning Center

Capital Markets Room (CMR)
 William C. Dunkelberg Owl Fund is a student-

managed equity fund with holdings selected 
by members of the Temple University 
Investment Association(TUIA). A ‘ticker’ display 
in the room displays the holdings of fund

 Industry standard research tools such are used 
to conduct company due diligence and 
valuation in creating research reports that are 
presented to the TUIA

 Investment analysis and equity pitches are 
done in the Capital Markets Room
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http://www.fox.temple.edu/cms_academics/dept/finance/the-owl-fund/
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Typical CMR Schedule
6



Events and 

Workshops

 Vanguard ETF Trading 

Competition

 University Trading 

Challenge
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Events and 

Workshops

 Prudential Stock 

Competition

 Prudential Excel 

Workshops
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CMR as showcase to attract 

businesses, alumni & donations
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The Charles Schwab Financial 

Planning Training Center
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Bloomberg Functions for Equity 

Research

 The goal of TUIA and the Owl Fund is 

to provide hands on experience and 

an opportunity to accelerate their 

classroom learning.

 Here is a sample of functions used in 

equity research reports.
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“EQS”

“EQS” is Bloomberg’s equity screening 

function. Most all Owl Fund students 

screen for undervalued securities with this 

Bloomberg function. These two 

screenshots depict the initial screening.

The criteria used in this example:

- S&P 500 Index -

- GICS Industrials Sector -

- Forward EV/EBITDA Less Than 10x -
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“DES”

“DES” function provides an overview of 

the security selected. In the Owl Fund, 

we often use this Bloomberg function to 

populate some general info about the 

company in the Key Statistics section of 

the Owl Fund report cover page 

(circled). “DES” function displays the 52-

week high and low price of the stock, 

the YTD % change, the market cap, 

shares outstanding, the dividend yield, 

and a business description.
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“GF” > “VWAP” > “1Y”

On the cover page of every Owl Fund 

report, a 1-year price graph is displayed 

(circled). This graph is typically taken from 

Bloomberg.
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“ERN” > “EPS, Adj”
Bloomberg’s “ERN” function shows 

historical quarterly earnings and four 
quarters of earnings projections. On the 
cover page of every Owl Fund report, 

students usually use this function to 
populate the Earnings section (circled). 

Historical earnings are taken from 
Bloomberg or FactSet. The next four 

quarters of earnings projections may be 
taken from Bloomberg, sell side analysts, or 

the student’s proprietary DCF model.

Note: The same 
function can be 
used to get 

historical quarterly 
EBIT, EBITDA, 
revenue, and gross 
margin, as well as 
projections for 
each. “ERN” > 
“EBITDA” .. “ERN” > 
“Revenue” .. etc.

Note: Owl Fund report and Bloomberg may differ due to Bloomberg estimate revisions.
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“EE”
The earnings and estimates function, “EE,” is similar to the “ERN” function in that it provides historical 

and projected key financial items, like EPS, net income, EBITDA, and revenue. It shows the 
company’s surprise history (earnings beats and misses), and it compares the company’s EPS,  net 

income, EBITDA, and revenue growth to competitors. In the Earnings section of the Owl Fund report, 
students often discuss the company’s history of beats and misses, for which this function is helpful. 

This function also shows the company’s prior and next earnings announcement date.
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“GF” > “P/E” > “10Y”

“GF” > “EV/BEst EBITDA” > 5Y

etc.

In the Appendix of Owl Fund reports, 

Bloomberg graphs are typically used to 

illustrate various valuation techniques or 

time periods. Although Owl Fund analysts 

must choose one method to value the 

company and generate a target price, 

they may include several valuation 

techniques in the Appendix for 

demonstration purposes. In the example 

on the left, you can see a 10-year median 

historical P/E graph and a 5-year median 

forward EV/EBITDA graph for Lam 

Research Corporation. Students may use 

FactSet alternatively for these graphs.
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“FA” > “I/S”  |  “FA > “B/S”  |  “FA” > “C/F”  |  “FA > “Ratios”  |  “FA” > “Segments”
As Owl Fund reports are written, analysts commonly look to Bloomberg for financial info. As analysts craft 

DCFs to accompany their reports, or as analysts write the Financial Analysis sections of their reports, 
Bloomberg is a useful source for data. Students also reference 10-K filings on sec.gov and use FactSet.
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“OWN” > “Insider Transactions” > “Table”
The ownership table shows recent management transactions. For example, the table below shows 
that two Pfizer executives sold shares in the final days of December, but many shares were bought 
in early November. The chart is often embedded in an Owl Fund report, as seen below, to disclose 

executives’ buying and selling activity.
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“PTNT”
(Pharma & Biotech Companies Only)

For healthcare companies engaged in drug manufacturing and commercialization, Bloomberg has 
the “PTNT” function, which shows all of a company’s patent expiration dates. This is useful for 

identifying when a drug may face generic competition and for projecting how revenue will be 
impacted as patents expire. The “PTNT” table may be embedded in Owl Fund reports, or data may 

be taken from the table and referenced in the text of Owl Fund reports.
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“DDIS”
The debt distribution chart, “DDIS,” is often included in the Appendix of Owl Fund reports. This chart 
shows when a company’s debt principal is coming due. Below, you can see Lam Research’s “DDIS” 
chart included in an Owl Fund report Appendix. The yellow shows interest payments due, the lime 

green shows amount available in revolvers, and the blue shows bond principal.
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“HS”
The historical spread function, “HS,” is commonly used by Owl Fund analysts to identify correlations 

between securities as well as historical trading spreads between them. In the example shown 
below, you can see that Activision (ATVI) typically trades at a ~13% premium to competitor 

Electronic Arts (EA) on a P/E basis year-to-date. They traded mostly in-line until early February, when 
ATVI began to command a sizeable premium over EA, which has continued through mid-May.
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“RV”
The “RV” function shows a company’s competitors, as well as some key metrics for the comp group 

(average P/E, year-over-year sales growth, etc.). The function is useful for finding competitors in 
more obscure industries in which the key players are not well known. Warning: Sometimes the 

competitors shown really are not accurate comps, so you may need to do your own research and 
edit the table as necessary.
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“CRPR”

The “CRPR” function provides the credit 

rating profile for the chosen company. 

Ratings from multiple ratings agencies are 

displayed. Owl Fund analysts may include 

a company’s credit ratings in the 

Financial Analysis section of its initiating 

coverage report, specifically in the Debt 

section.
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“CN”
The “CN” function displays many up-to-date news articles on the company selected. The news can 

be of all sorts: M&A rumors, management announcements, upgrades and downgrades from the 
sell side, moves hedge funds have made on the stock, and so on.
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“ANR”
The “ANR” function shows sell side analyst recommendations on a stock. Owl Fund analysts look at 

this page because it aggregates many views on the company from the sell side analysts that cover 
it. Sell side analyst price targets are also displayed here, which can be helpful as Owl Fund analysts 

strive to generate a justifiable target price for a company being recommended. In the example 
below, analyst price targets range from $70 to $87 for Gilead Sciences (GILD). There are 14 buys, 14 

holds, and 0 sells.
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“MGMT”
The “MGMT” function shows the company’s management team. It lists names, positions held, ages, 

and tenures. Owl Fund analysts use this function when writing the Management section of the 
initiating coverage report, which names top company executives, gives their backgrounds, and 
discloses their compensation and incentives. (Beside the Executives tab, there is a Board tab on 

Bloomberg that shows the company’s board members.)
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Questions?

Bora Ozkan, Ph.D.

Assistant Professor of Finance

Director of Capital Markets Room (CMR)

Temple University 

Fox School of Business

e-mail: bora.ozkan@temple.edu

Office phone: 215-204-8409

@Bora_Ozkan boraozkan
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